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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of The Problem
The purpose of this study is to examine the literature of rape in terms of the
following topics: definition of rape, history of rape, incidence of rape, theories of forcible
rape, types of rape, coping mechanisms with, and prevention of rape.
Research Methods and Source of Data
This is an analytical study that utilizes a content analysis of the literature approach
in searching through the scholarly literature. Study dimensions include the following:
history of rape, incidence of rape, theories of rape, types of rape, coping mechanisms and
s
prevention of rape. The data were gathered and analyzed under these topics. The
literature search was conducted from January 1987 through November 1992; that is, from
the sociological and psychological secondary data as found in scholarly books, journal
articles and the Uniform Crime Reports.
Definition of Terms
Rape. Rape is generally defined in literature as the unlawful sexual intercourse
with a female without her consent. Rape is also alluded to as the unlawful carnal
knowledge of a woman by a man forcibly and against her will. The act of sexual
intercourse is committed when the woman’s resistance is overcome by force or fear, or
under other prohibitive conditions (State v. Lora, 213 Kan. 184, 515 P .2d 1086, 1093).
Rape victim. Any female forcibly raped. Statutory rape is not included.
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Rape Perpetrator. Any male who rapes a female. The rape of men by men as
usually cited in the prison scenario is not included.
Conceptualization Of Rape
Type of Crime. Rape is a violent, heinous sexual crime in the United States
involving physical abuse, sexual denigration, physical dominance, and moral denigration.
There are three basic ways in which a person gains sexual access to another individual:
1) through consent or negotiation; 2) through pressure or exploitation, or 3) through
intimidation and/or force (Groth, 1990).
A consenting sexual encounter is one in which both parties freely participate as
a result of mutual interest and negotiation. A nonconsenting sexual encounter is one in
which an unwilling individual is either pressured or forced into sexual activity by a
person in a position of power or dominance. In pressured situations, advantage is taken
of a female’s vulnerable status or situation, so that refusal to engage in sexual activity
may have serious social, economic, vocational or physical consequences for her (Groth,
1990).
Le2al definition. Forcible rape is the carnal knowledge of a female who is forced
into sex against her will. Assaults or attempts to commit rape by force or threat of force
are also included; however, statutory sexual offenses are excluded (Uniform Crime
Report. 1991). Patriarchal definition. A female definition of rape can be contained in a
single sentence: If a woman chooses not to have intercourse with a specific man and the
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man chooses to proceed against her will, he commits rape. The ancient patriarchs who
came together to write their early covenants had used the rape of women to forget their
own male power. How, then, could they see rape as a crime of man against woman?
Women were deemed as wholly owned subsidiaries and not as independent beings. Rape
could not be envisioned as a matter of female consent or refusal; nor could a definition
acceptable to males be based on a male-female understanding of a female’s right to her
bodily integrity. Rape entered the law through the back door, as it were, for women were
considered as chattels or property. The quintessential patriarchal definition of rape can
be stated as followed; when someone else takes a woman by force, he takes a man’s
property rights.
Diverse definition of rape. Open a science magazine or periodical and you will
find rape discussed in terms of biology and the struggle to procreate. Enter feminist
discourse and you will discover such a view decried as male mythology and an implicit
endorsement of rape (Dickemann, 1985). Trapped within the logic and sometimes
illogicality of the nature-nurture death, rape will, depending on the point of view, be
presented as either crime, vice, sin, ritual, physical violence, perversion or just another
word for sex. It will be treated by some as a particular act, a single instance, an
individual’s breach of the law, of morality and/or decency, devoid of any wider
significance than the consequences it has for the victim. Others, however, will regard such
an approach as myopic, if not deluded, and will instead argue for a sociological,
economic, cultural or even cosmic perspective-the rape of the world (Tomaseli & Porter,
1986).
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Extended in its use to cover all heterosexual acts or all sexual advances initiated
by men, as well as the latter’s treatment of nature (Griffin, 1982), ’rape’ will also be
narrowed down to a very specific meaning when appearing within legal discourse as
’unlawful sexual intercourse with a woman who at the time of the intercourse does not
consent to it’ (s. 1((1) ((a)) of the English 1976 Act); or, in sociobiology as ’forcible
copulation’, i.e. ’when the victim shows obvious resistance, copulation being preceded by
vigorous struggle and escape behavior, and without the precopulatory courtship displays
characteristic of "normal" mating between members of an established pair (Barash, 1977).
The Concise Oxford Dictionary, for its part, begins with the poetical meaning:
rape v.t., & n.l.v.t. (poet).) Take by force. 2. Commit
rape on(woman); hence rapist (l)n. 3. n. (poet.)
Carrying off by force. 4. Forcible or fraudulent sexual
intercourse esp. imposed on women.
From a clinical point of view, it makes more sense to regard rape as any form of
forcible sexual assault, whether the assailant intends to effect intercourse or. some other
type of sexual act. There is sufficient similarity in the factors underlying all types of
forcible assault-and in the impact that such behavior has on the victim-so that they may
be discussed meaningfully under the single term of rape. The defining element in rape is
lack of consent. Although, typically, physical force or the threat of physical injury is
envisioned in such assaults, the concept of rape can be expanded and has been in the
criminal codes of states-to encompass those situations in which the position of authority
can be used to exploit a person sexually. Therefore, the concept of rape may properly
encompass all nonconsenting sexual encounters, whether the victim is pressured or forced
(Groth, 1990).
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Various types of rapes have existed throughout history, and vary with the age of
the victim, the social and moral values of a particular society at a particular time and with
different legal code definitions. Attitudes toward rape in the United States have been
based on laws against physical assault, Christian morality, unwillingness of the victim to
engage in sex, choice of sexual partner, race of perpetrator and victim, time and place
limitations, and victim exploitation, non-violent intercourse and violent intercourse
(McEvoy & Brookings, 1984). Common threats in the act of Rape is fundamentally an
act of violence. Most rapes involve threats of bodily harm or forceful penetration; and in
many cases, the woman suffers severe physical and mental injury. In fact, most rape
victims report being pushed or "roughed up" by the rapist. About 90% of the victims
receive some degree of physical injury (McEvoy & Brookings, 1984). Threats of violence
at times are made worse by the presence of a weapon and intimidating verbal abuse. An
act of rape means that a woman is violated both physically and psychologically. Violent
subjugation as well as verbal degradation is usually present. The implication that women
who are raped "asked for it," or enjoyed the experience is frequently a basic
misconception.
Rape may occur between casual acquaintances or friends or between total
strangers. Likewise, rape occurs at all hours of the day or night and in virtually any
setting. Frequently, rape occurs in places where women are isolated, vulnerable and
defenseless such as: in private residences, parks, play groimds, hospitals, cars, alleys and
dark streets. Stating that the woman is partially responsible for the rape incident is not
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only a mistaken assumption, but one which inflicts upon the victim unnecessary feelings




Patriarchal Society. Rape is no doubt as old as human existence, as is evidenced by the
recorded history of the sixth millennia. Even today, our notions about the act and
consequences of rape are laced with long-held attitudes and unfounded beliefs that reflect
the historical tendency of patriarchal societies to establish differential values and laws
predicated on position, race, and/or gender. It is a historical fact that women often
received no recognition or consideration as individuals, as evidenced by their nonexistent
legal, social, and human rights.
Rape generally leaves its stain on the historical record only if it comes to trial, and
the analogy of today’s experience suggests that only a fraction ever reached court in the
past; and even in those cases, the evidence that survives is far from the whole story
(Brownmiller, 1981).
But, more importantly, this neglect largely reflects the way rape has so easily been
waved aside, by men, as a marginal vent, a private catastrophe doubtless, but one of little
historical significance, for are not rapists just a tiny, crazed fringe of sex maniacs
(Bryson, 1986). In any case, ingrained misogynistic caricaturing of women (such as the
’no means yes’ syndrome) has always allowed men to trivialize rape and render it
titillating to the pornographic imagination. These stereotypes, in turn, affect the way men
have written history (Machiavelli, 1970).
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Feminist Influence. One major achievement of feminist history has been to end this
neglect and challenge this trivialization. Feminists rightly insist that the history of rape
cannot be brushed aside as just the psychopathologies of individual perverts; it must be
understood in terms of gender relations and sexual politics, stigmatization and
scapegoating, violence and crime as a whole. Credit for putting rape back into history
must go to the American feminist, Susan Brownmiller; for, the key contention of her
"Against our Will" is that rape has been a major social force, central to an overall male
strategy of domination (Le Chevalier, 1981).
One of Brownmiller’s aims to lay bare the patriarchal attitudes within which rape
has been criminalized. From Old Testament Jewish codes up to feudalism, rape was
treated primarily as theft, as property offence, but one perpetrated against men. The crime
was principally that of stealing or abducting a woman from her rightful proprietors,
normally her father or husband (Griffin, 1984). Moreover, in the case of a maiden, rape
destroyed her property value on the marriage market, and because defloration polluted,
heaped shame on her family. Hence, legal practice routinely compensated patriarchal
heads for this loss, usually by financial restitution, and aimed to remove the shame.
Violated daughters might be given as offerings to nunneries and in many societies they
were married off to the abductor or rapist. Victims who scoffed at such prepositions were
often subject to punishment or ostracism; yet, certain cases of rape-as-abduction were
probably bona fide ’elopements’, the only course open for couples denied parental
permission to marry (Ulich, 1983).
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Very gradually the law came round to its more modem form. Statutes and
commentators alike reiterated its gravity (in England the offence remained capital till
1840), but opinion gradually came to stress that the trae injured party was the woman
(Shafer & Frye, 1977). Once abduction was made a distinct felony in the sixteenth
century, the crime of rape came to be seen essentially as that of sexual ravishment, which
in turn was viewed as the theft of chastity and virtue, rather than of body and chattels
(Rawls, 1971). Yet since the law still saw wives and children as patriarchal property,
courtroom practice continued to treat rape as a crime to be settled man-to-man. Witness,
for instance, this entry in the notebook of a Wiltshire Justice of the Peace, William Hunt
(Devizes, 1982):
28 June 1745. Granted a warrant against John Newman of the tithing of Marston,
yeoman, at the complaint of Jane Biggs, wife of John Biggs of same, for his
assaulting her with intent to have carnal knowledge of her body. Upon his
appearance, the fact was so clearly proved upon him, upon the oath of the
complainant, that I adjudged him to pay unto John Biggs for damages 5 guineas,
and at the same time into bond penalty 100 never to molest John Biggs or his
wife any more.
Brownmiller convincingly argues that the criminalization of rape in the statute book
perpetuated a man’s world. More importantly, however, she contends that committing rape
is actually functionally integral to patriarchy. Patriarchy needs rape; in other words, rape
constitutes neither a challenge to, nor the breakdown of, paternalism authority, but its very
sanction, its epitome, its ’shock troops’.
Brownmiller contends for three points. First, male attitudes towards virility (’machismo’)
and towards women (misogyny) form a ’mass psychology’ encouraging rape (Tomaselli,
1985). Even if few men actually commit acts the law calls rape, all men are potential
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rapists. Given the opportunity- e.g., as soldiers in an army of occupation- men will indeed
rape, and in any case, the sex husbands inflict on their wives would often count as rape,
if patriarchal law did not explicitly deny the crime of rape within marriage (Dickemann,
1985). Second, throughout history rape has been much more prevalent than is generally
recognized; for instance, Brownmiller offers abundant harrowing evidence of rape
atrocities committed by marauding armies. Third, rape legitimizes patriarchy. As an act,
it brutally subordinates women to men’s will; as a menace, it constantly polices women’s
behavior, limits their freedom and fosters patriarchy’s ideology that women need male
’protection’ (hence Mae West’s equip; ’Funny, every man I meet wants to protect me; I
can’t figure out what from’).
So rape, according to this view, is not the aberration of ’weirdos’ but is rather
socially functional and historically charged with meaning; it is not the sickness of
perverts, but the sickness of patriarchy. ’From prehistorical times to the present, rape has
played a critical function,’ writes Brownmiller; ’it is nothing more or less than a
conscious process of intimidation by which all men keep all women’, rape (a ’male
prerogative’) is less a sex offence than a protection racket; it is a political crime, men’s
ultimate way of keeping women subordinated as the second sex (Barash, 1977).
It is no accident that this view of rape as a political weapon comes out of the United
States. Rape in America is not only appallingly high with 75,989 cases reported in 1979
but continues to escalate (Susan Griffin has claimed that ’forcible rape is the most
frequently committed violent crime in America today’) (London, 1984). It is rare that men
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have politicized rape themselves; Eldridge Cleaver, the Black Panther leader, notoriously
urged raping of white women as a tactic in the black struggle.
Critique of Feminism and Rape. Brownmiller’s history mirrors the current politics of rape
in the United States. In fact, past and present are inextricably intertwined since she views
rape as a product of the timeless facts of male biology and psychology. Yet does her
reading of rape as a political crime (’a conscious process of intimidation by which all
men keep all women in a state of fear’) actually ring true historically? Edward Shorter
has argued that it does not, because it wrongly reads the present back into the past by
assuming that the modem day society is the same as a preindustrial society (Tomaselli
& Porter, 1986).
Rape and the Changing Economy. Shorter does not dispute Brownmiller’s assumption that
rape was endemic in traditional society (Tomaselli & Porter, 1986); but he does contest
her explanation. It was not a political crime, but a sexual offence, an act of libidinal
release, the way men coped with sexual fmstration in the highly repressive communities
of the pre-industrial past. Traditional village life placed drastic curbs on legitimate sexual
activity. Subsistent economies demanded that peasants married late, and they could not
afford bastards. Church courts, community surveillance and misogynistic folk prejudices
which saw women as polluting and dangerous, all combined to deter premarital sex
between the young. Inevitably, therefore, fmstration complexes with pent-up energies
often found its release in rape. Crime statistics show that rape gradually declined during
the nineteenth century. This (Shorter suggests) was because as Western societies
industrialized and secularized, they could handle population growth better, and came to
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permit more liberal sexual attitudes, greater indulgence in premarital sex, greater
toleration of bastards and, not least, earlier marriage. Also contraception developed. With
the walls of circumscription being tom down, men could more freely satisfy their libidinal
desires; hence less rapes occurred (Tomaselli & Porter, 1986).
Shorter’s view of rape as a function of the changing economy of sexual repression
has its own problems, however. While Shorter accuses BrownmUler of back-projecting
from the present in interpreting rape as a political crime (Blair, 1985). He himself seems
guilty of an anachronism, by assuming that male sexuality is a constant as expressed by
his ultra-mechanistic behavioral model in which repressed sexual drives will find release
in one way or another, whether consensually or violently (Porter, 1986).
Rather than adopting this ’hydraulic’ reductionism (Tomaselli & Porter, 1986), it
is better to view sexuality as an entity shaped by culture, values and social habits\ Peggy
Reeves Sanday draws attention to contemporary societies which seem to combine happily
low levels (by our standards) of sexual activity with low rates of rape and other violent
offenses, and all with little evidence of great ’fmstration’.
Porter (1986) suggests that we put into historical perspective today’s assumption
that sex is sovereign, both as a biological drive and as the key to personality. Through
our post-Freudian eyes we all too readily envisage sex as a natural force pitted against
civilization, instinct against morality, and so take it for granted that sexual ’restraint’ is
’repression’, i.e., dammed up energies will break through one way or another. Surely it
is dangerous to universalize - as do both Brownmiller and Shorter - from our late
twentieth century perspective in which we have sex on the brain and before our eyes as
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never before. The impact of Freud; the spread of contraception (separating sex from
babies and turning it from procreation into recreation) (Blair, 1983), the promotion by late
capitalism of its own pleasure principle, consumer sex as part of what Marcuse called
’repressive desublimation’; the cults of youth, ’femininity’, and glamour; the coming of
affluence, high nutrition, health, forefront of our society. All led to more free and legal
sexual activity. Yet there are as much, not fewer, rapes and other sex offenses, such as
child molesting (Porter, 1986).
Sexuality may thus be (as Michel Foucault argued) a modem invention (Berger,
1977), and we must beware of projecting today’s platitudes about needs and gratifications
on the past. When interpreting sexual patterns, the European ’world we have lost’ might
better be compared to contemporary Third World societies (e.g., in the Near and Middle
East) (Newby, 1986) and to cultures equally male-dominated, but where different life
styles and value systems may not carry the same urgent, rape-centered menace. Envisage
a culture enforcing strong sexual taboos, treating women as both pure yet polluting; a
community where adults strictly police the young, and enforce gender segregation; an
economy dominated by backbreaking toil; a physiology characterized by malnutrition,
debility and illness; envisage all this, and the profile of sexual demands and practices may
appear very different (Tomaselli, 1986).
In typical European communities to a few centuries ago there may well have been
less lawful sexual activity, both within and outside marriage, in the past were times of
low rather than high bastardy (Newby, 1986). However, all this must remain largely
guesswork, because we have absolutely no way of knowing with tolerable accuracy how
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much sexual violence went on in Europe two, four, or six centuries ago. Both
Brownmiller and her followers and Shorter assume that the rape plateau was high-
Brownmiller because rape was the ’nuclear threat’ which clinched male domination.
Shorter because it was the volcanic eruption of sexual release. Yet, for what they are
worth, crime statistics hardly confirm high rape levels in past societies. Recent research
by Simpson, Cockbum, Sharpe, Bashar, Macfarlane and others on felony has sparked
massive debates as to whether preindustrial England was more or less violent than an
industrial society has proved to be (Newby, 1986). Their research show beyond dispute
that rapes and other sexual assaults on women made up only a small proportion of crime
against the persons indicted before the courts. Judges spent infinitely more time hearing
cases of male violence against men than of male violence against women. As Bashar
found in her study of the Home Counties assizes in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, the number of rapes appearing in the court records was remarkably small-less
than one percent of all indictments, in fact (Pattullo, 1983).
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SUMMARY
The literature suggest that we have no reason to think that rape was a particularly
prominent act in the pre-industrial world. If that is so it would puncture Brownmiller’s
assumption that rape has always been crucial in intimidating women and perpetuating
male dominion. The reality of male oppression and exploitation ofWestern history is not
in dispute, but what is, is this: was supremacy so flimsy, so imperfectly rationalized, so
tenuously secured by regular, legitimate controls, that men had to fall back upon rape
intimidation to maintain their dominance? There is much in the argument of Shorter to
cite that men did not need rape as a weapon of political control or as a bogey, as their
grip was cast-iron in any case (Blair, 1983).
Early-modern women were already so completely under male domination that it
is hard to imagine what further inroads into their autonomy or independence might have
been sliced. Short of falling into slavery, these women could scarcely have been more
victimized by male-controlled social, economic, and political systems in which they found
themselves. European village men had no need to play sexual politics. Their political
control of women was already absolute (Porter, 1986).
Men no more cherished the use of the threat of the rape to maintain their authority
over women than property owners encouraged thieves to justify the apparatus of law and
order. This may shed some light on as to why rape in North America has become so
prominent an arena of political conflict, for rape is distinctive here; heavily politicized
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precisely because gender relations have become disestablished (Amir, 1971). In the United
States the contradictions in sex roles are uniquely naked, with cults of glamorized women
and macho men, with the most strident and successful women’s movement and the most
vicious male backlash. In these circumstances rape does indeed become male vengeance;
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Incidence is defined as the number of new cases or events that occur within a
specified period of time. Prevalence is a measure of the number of cases that exists at a
specific point in time. Since the 1960s the rate of rape reported to the police in the United
States has been increasing. The 87,340 rapes reported in 1985 comprised seven percent
of violent crime volume and one percent of the Crime Index total (UCR, 1985).
Compared to 1985, the 1986 volume was up four percent higher nation-wide, in cities,
and in suburban counties. The increase in rural counties was nine percent. National trends
show police reports involving rape have risen six percent since 1981 and 53 percent since
1976. Only females are considered to be the victims of rape according to the Uniform
Crime Report’s definition. In 1985, an estimated 71 of every 100,000 females in the
nation were reported as rape victims. This rate, based on the female population in the
United States, was one percent higher than those recorded in 1984 and 1981 (UCR, 1985).
Also, between 1985 to 1986, the number of arrests for forcible rape rose two percent
nationwide. During the six year period from 1986 to 1991 arrests for this offense rose 11
percent. Of those arrested in 1985, 45 percent were persons under the age of 25, with 30
percent of the total being in the 18 to 24 year age group. Fifty-two percent of those
arrested were white, 46 percent were black, hispanics accounted for 11 percent of the total
arrested and all other races comprised the remainder (UCR, 1993).
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The National Crime Survey estimates that during the 10 year period, 1973-1982,
there were 1.5 million rapes or attempted rapes in the United States. This survey presents
the detailed characteristics of the crime of rape such as its setting, the relationship
between victim and offender, the likehhood of injury and the reasons why rape is not
reported to the police (National Crime Survey, 1985).
The National Crime Survey is based on victimization rates taken from sample
longitudinal-cross-sectional studies in the United States every six months. All members
of households 12 years of age and older are interviewed about the crimes committed
against them over a six and twelve months period. The National Crime Surveys found that
the social stigma traditionally attached to rape makes the experience difficult for many
victims to discuss. Only about half of the victims of rape or attempted rape surveyed
during the decade stated that the crime had been reported to the police. Cases involving
strangers were more readily reported to the police than those involving offenders the
victims knew.
Just as some women are reluctant to report rape to the police, some are also
reluctant to respond to a survey interviewer. It is almost certain that the national estimate
of 1.5 million rapes and attempts of rape during 1980-1990 is an underestimation of the
total number that actually occurred during that period. The exact amount of the
underestimation is impossible to ascertain.
In the National Crime Survey, victims are requested to answer whether they have
been the victim of rapes or attempts of rape. Two-thirds of all rapes and attempts of rape
occur at night, with the largest proportion occurring between 6 p.m. and midnight. The
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sites of rapes also vary: a third of completed rapes occurs in the home, nearly half occurs
in colleges, and the rest of the percentage occurs on the street, in a park, playground,
parking lot or parking garage (National Crime Survey, 1985). The ages with the highest
victimization rates for rape or attempted rape are white, reflecting the racial composition
of the general population. However, the likelihood of being a rape victim is significantly
higher for black women than for white women. The marital status of rape and attempted
rape victims strongly reflect their age distribution. More than half of all victims have
never been married, while widows account for only three percent of all rape or attempted
rape victims. Rape victims are usually members of low-income families. About half of
all victims from 1973 to 1982 reported family income of less than $10,(X)0 a year and less
than 10 percent reported yearly family incomes of $25,000 or more. About three-fourths
of all black victims had incomes of less than $10,000 and about one-third had incomes
of less than $3,000 (National Crime Survey, 1985).
The most common form of rape is that which is carried out by a total stranger. A
woman is twice as likely to be attacked by a stranger as by someone she knows. There
was little difference in the percentage of rapes committed by strangers for blacks, whites,
or victims of other races. It has been suggested that a victim may be less likely to report
a rape either to the police or to a survey interviewer when she knows her assailant than
when he is a stranger. The victim may feel a greater sense of embarrassment under the
former circumstances. She may feel that she should have been able to prevent the attack.
She may wish to protect the identity of an assailant who is a friend or family member.
Another concern may be fear of reprisals or worry that her account of the attack will not
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be believed. There is some support in the statistics for this line of reasoning. According
to the victims, somewhat more than half of the rapes or rape attempts involving strangers
were reported to the police; somewhat less than half of the rapes and rape attempts
involving assailants known to the victims were reported (National Crime Survey, 1985).
The Russell Survey in San Francisco indicated that in a sample of women 18 years and
older, 23 (24 percent) reported at least one completed rape in their life-time (291 women,
31 percent reported one attempted rape). In other words 44 percent reported at least one
completed or attempted rape in their life-time (Russell, 1984).
Allan Griswold Johnson applied life-table analysis (a technique commonly used by
demographers) in 1980 to statistics on rape. A constructed estimate of the probability that
a woman would be the victim of rape during her lifetime was devised. Johnson concluded
that "nationally" a conservative estimate is that under current conditions, 20-30 percent
of girls now twelve years old will suffer a rape attack during the remainder of their lives.
He attributed his high rape estimates to "normal" interaction between men and women in
the United States rather than to psychopathic men. He obtained his age-specific rape rates
from data gathered by the National Crime Survey in 1972 on 25,000 people in 13 cities
(Johnson, 1985).
An estimated 106,593 forcible rapes were reported to law enforcement agencies across
the Nation during 1991. The 1991 total was four percent higher than the 1990 level. The
accompanying charts (1-5) show consecutive increases in volumes for the last five years.
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Geographically, more forcible rapes were reported in the Southern States
than in any other region, during 1991. The lowest number of rapes was reported in the
Northeast. Even though the South reported the largest volume of rapes, their proportion
of the total forcible rapes has remained constant over the past 10 years. The Midwest has
shown an increase in its proportion of total rapes, while the Northeast and West have
shown declines. All geographic regions recorded increases in the rape volume from 1990
to 1991. Among the population groupings, only cities with populations over 500,000
recorded an increase. The greatest numbers of forcible rapes were reported during the
summer months.
Rate
By the Uniform Crime Reporting definition, the victims of forcible rape are
always female. In 1991, an estimated 83 of 100,000 females in the country were reported
to the police as rape victims, an increase of three percent over the 1990 rate. Since 1987,
the female forcible rape rate has risen 13 percent.
Female forcible rape rates for 1991 showed that there were 91 victims per 100,000
females in MSAs, 67 per 100,000 females in cities outside metropolitan areas, and 46 per
100,000 females in rural counties. Although MSAs recorded the highest rape rates, they
have shown the smallest change over the past 10 years. During this time, the greatest rate
increase was shown in cities outside metropolitan areas, 71 percent. MSAs and rural areas
showed lesser increases, 19 percent and 61 percent, respectively.
Regionally, in 1991, the highest female rape rate was in the Western States, which
reported 91 victims per 100,000 females. Following were the Midwestern States with a
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the greatest increase in the female rape rate was shown in the Midwest, followed by the
South, and the Northeast. The West has remained fairly stable over the past 10 years.
Nature
Completed rapes by force constitute 86 percent of the 1991 experience. The remainder
were attempts or assaults to commit forcible rape. The number of rapes by force increased
four percent in 1991 over the 1990 volume, while attempts of rape decreased four percent.
Ten years of data show the percentage of rapes by force consistently increasing.
As with all other Crime Index offenses, complaints of forcible rape made to law
enforcement agencies are sometimes found to be facetious. In such cases, law
enforcement agencies "unfound" the offenses and exclude them from crime counts. The
"unfounded" rate, or percentage of complaints determined through investigation to be false
is higher for forcible rape than for any other index crime. In 1991, eight percent of
forcible rape complaints were "unfounded," while the average for all Index crimes was
two percent (Uniform Crime Report, 1991).
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CHAPTER IV
THEORIES AND TYPES OF RAPE
Interactionist Theories
Symbolic interaction theories emphasize that social interaction is mediated by
signs and symbols, by eye contact, gestures, and words (Lichtman, 1970). People observe
and interpret each other’s actions and react accordingly, and rape can be counted among
such reactions. Interactionists, therefore, often consider rape to be caused by the way men
and women communicate their attitudes and feelings toward one another.
Victim-precipitation theories are interactionist theories, and that emphasize the
rapist’s reactions to the victim (Sanders, 1980). According to Menachem Amir
(1971:266,355,346), offenders and victims are "mutually interacting partners."
Furthermore, the female partner sometimes encourages rape "when (she] uses what could
be interpreted as indecent language and gestures, or constitutes what could be taken as
an invitation to sexual relations." The victim here is obviously regarded as a significant
causal agent, for under this theory, the victim actually, or so it was interpreted by the
offender, agreed to sexual relations.
From this standpoint, there is something in the psychological makeup of rape
victims that differentiates them from non-victims. Under ordinary conditions, therefore,
women as catalytic agents may typically be seen as wearing something rapists consider
provocative; their willingness to make a friendly response to a strange man’s conversation
is interpreted as an invitation of sorts; the acceptance of automobile rides, invitations to
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dinner, or entering apartments alone with a male may be misunderstood or intentionally
rationalized as a sign of their consent (Schwendinger, 1983).
This way of thinking rarely questions the oppressive sexist norms that regulate the
everyday activities of women. In this context, the burden of responsibility for maintaining
these norms continues to be placed on the woman, because her unwillingness to abide by
such norms defines the situation as sexually exploitable. Also, the concept of victim
precipitation can be criticized because its defining elements are exactly the same as those
chosen by male supremacists, who insist that a victim’s right to refuse sex can be ignored
because the rapist has the right to force sexual intercourse when she is considered
responsible for arousing him sexually.
Such underlying ideas obviously short-circuit the woman’s rights; consequently,
the notion of victim-precipitation itself is a naive reflection of male supremacist standards.
It is a normative explanation that chiefly relies on the rapist’s judgments of: "She was
asking for it", or "She did not resist strongly enough", or on his rationalizations - "Her
behavior was provocative" or "She changed her mind too late." The victim-precipitation
theory merely takes such sexist judgments and rationalizations at face value and converts
them into a casual explanation of rape.
Symbolic interaction theorists conjure up additional normative relationships. For
instance, it is alleged that rapes occur when the victim does not "negotiate" her
relationships realistically-she allows the rapist’s " framed assumptions" to dominate and
fails to communicate her desire not to have sexual intercourse (Goode, 1969). Presumably,
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under these circumstances, an unambiguous expression of the victim’s "real intentions"
would have discouraged the rapist from assaulting her in the first place.
However, if the rapist honestly misunderstands her intentions throughout the
assault, then the theory rests on slightly different assumptions. Under these conditions he
remains caught in a web of misunderstandings. In the case of misunderstood intentions
both the rapist and the victim repeatedly interpret each other’s behavior incorrectly (Mead,
1969). The victim takes for granted that the rapist will respect her rejection of his
advances. The rapist, on the other hand, interprets the victim’s rejection as a mere show
of respectability. Finally, believing that her protestations mask a secret desire to submit
to a violent male, he single-mindedly acts as if she is consenting.
What can be said about these symbolic interaction theories? When used as a
general explanation of forcible rape, they make no sense at all (Mead, 1969). They appear
contrived especially when applied to rape in times of war or during fascist repression. For
example, after studying Pakistani war-time rapes, including rapes of women enslaved in
military brothels, K.K. Roy (1975) pointed out that the victims were raped by soldiers
who were total strangers. Also, following their capture, many victims struggled with the
rapists, seriously and undeniably risked their lives. Roy (1975:68) insists that the victims
cannot, by any stretch of the imagination, be held responsible for their victimization either
consciously or by default: "No events can thus be said to have been precipitated by the
victim."
Only when a certain degree of equality exists between the rapist and his victim
are these theories plausible. Then and only then are the frequently used phrases like
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"negotiated order," "shared misunderstandings," or "failure to communicate" are credible
in that, the victim presumably has the power to abort the sequence of events leading to
the rapist’s assault. Under conditions of parity, therefore, it is presumed that if the victim
had responded "properly" in both an existential and a moral sense-the rape would not
have taken place (Schwendinger, 1983).
Symbolic interactionists painstakingly describe the interpersonal relationships that
influence the rapist’s definition of the "legitimate victim." To justify his assault, however,
the rapist must believe that he has the right under these conditions to force the victim to
submit to his will. Such a belief in the use of force emerges under historically determined
circumstances, and no interaction theory alone - no theory that is devoid of reference to
these circumstances - will help us understand the social foundations of the rapist’s
motivations. Similar criticisms can be applied to the use of these normative ideas in legal
judgments about the aggressor’s versus the victim’s rights. Amir (1971:266) wants to
emphasize the causal connection between precipitation and rape "with the aim of
educating there law to recognize it too." Such efforts, however, have proven to be futile.
The fact is that criminal justice officials have ignored there victim’s rights by certifying
this androcentric idea for many years.
Psychoanalytic Theories
A small number of rapists are psychotic, and their crimes can be specially
terrifying and dangerous. However, psychoanalytic theories view most rapists as
emotionally disturbed individuals (Groth, 1979). According to these theories, such men
may have acquired an intense hatred of women during childhood or may have undergone
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experiences that triggered their latent homosexual tendencies. Rape, then, among other
things is inflicted when men are obsessively motivated by hatred of women and a
desperate need to convince themselves of their own masculinity.
Freudian theory has claimed a scientific expertise in regard to sexual
relationships. One would assume, therefore, that it is especially :useful identifying the
causes of sexual crimes. Certain aspects of this theory that deal with mechanisms of
defense appear helpful for understanding why some men displace anger and frustration
(arising from loss of status on the job or at home) toward their wives. However, scientific
research has not treated other Freudian assumptions about violence kindly. Despite its
enormous popularity among middle-class Americans and professionals, certain parts of
this theory, which attribute violence to "psychopathic"’ or "latent homosexual "tendencies,
have had little or no verification (Nagel, 1959:55). The concept of psychopathy is hardly
employed today by criminologists, even scholars who favor other elements of Freudian
theory conclude that "there is no objective evidence supporting the Freudian theory of
homosexuality" as it pertains to sexual crimes (Kline, 1972:282).
The contradictions to Freudian theories emerging from research in the recent
decade are considerable. Today, Dr. Murray L. Cohen and Richard Boucher (1972:255)
say: "The sexual offender may be passive and inhibited or active and assertive, gentle or
violent, religious or irreligious, masculine or effeminate. He may hate his mother, or love
his mother. He may have had a repressive sexual development or he may have been
overstimulated."
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Nevertheless, the systematic failure to obtain rigorous proof has not stemmed the
tide of psychoanalytic explanations for rape. In Ann Burgess and Lynda Holmstrom’s
(1974:26) work, for instance, the aggressive rapist is said to be motivated by his desire
to inflict pain and by his destructive wishes. He is angry at all or certain kinds of women,
and the rape is a displacement of this emotion toward the victim. In this development "a
real heterosexuality existed only in fantasy and homosexuality was intensely repressed."
The rapist, when examined psychoanalytically, reveals serious personality disorders.
Psychoanalytic ideas also central to the sociological concept, "the subculture of
violence," is applied to rapists by Amir and given credence by Brownmiller (Wolfgang
& Ferracuti, 1967). This subculture is allegedly created by men who live in similar areas
and who resort to violence as a solution to their sexual ambivalence and disorders. Thus,
for instance, it is said that such a subculture exists in black ghettos where "mother-
dominated families" stimulated later homosexual tendencies in male children. Amir
(1971:330-331) states: "The Negro male’s aggressive sexuality seems to be more
problematical due to the strong need to overcome problems of masculinity and sexual
identity."
To make matters worse, academics use concepts of sexual ambivalence, and
"mother domination" as magical touchstones that explain everything so long as it is
considered deviant. Such notions do not take into account that social scientists are hardly
aware of how inconsistent their application to deviant behavior has become (Wolfgang
& Ferracutti, 1967).
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The androcentric assumptions underlying these Freudian ideas are also striking.
The psychoanalytic emphasis on irrational and unconscious personality processes
implicitly minimizes the rational connections between violence and male supremacy, or
between violence and other supremacist doctrines learned in our society. Thus, even
though supremacist doctrines about male, racial, and national groups have justified
violence for thousands of years, psychoanalytic theories implicitly maintain that it is not
doctrines that foster violence. On the contrary, it is the anxiety and the ambivalence
about one’s masculinity that cause violence. Hence, it is concluded that if female status
undermines male supremacy, then the male children in our culture will be driven to
violence because of their sexual anxieties when they get older (Moynihan, 1969).
Clearly then, in addition to their androcentric bias, interactionist and
psychoanalytic theories have provided normative and unscientific guides to rape. The
interactionists emphasize rational behavior but ignore power differentials and determinants
of rape that go beyond isolated interpersonal conditions. Psychoanalysis, on the other
hand, vastly overemphasizes the number of rapes due to personality disorders.
Simultaneously, it offers causal notions which have trivialized the causes of violence
against women and sexual inequality (Schwendinger, 1983).
Feminist Theories
The feminist movement contains many writers who differ on the causes of sexual
inequality and rape. Excellent analysis often appear in shorter works and articles where
the larger issues are discussed. In an article about battered wives, for example, Susan
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Schechter (1979) examines male domination within the context of the economic and
social organization of capitalism. Black and Third World women, although less involved
in the anti-rape movement, have started to address the special problems of racism and the
rape of black women (Tore, 1981). Most of the widely circulated and book-length
explanations of rape identified with the women’s movement assume that men subjugate
women simply to serve their own interests. In the most extreme expressions of this
feminist standpoint, words like"capitalism," "socialism," "imperialism," "racism," "family,"
and "state" merely signify male-domination. All of these social relationships are
reportedly created to further male privilege.
Though such views are certainly novel, the writers who take this "radical feminist"
standpoint have not created a truly original theory of rape. For instance, even though she
regards the rapist from this point of view, Diana Russell (1975; 109) explains rape
psychoanalytically. In addition to "genital orientations" and "orgasm fixations," rapists,
in her writings, are seen to be driven by severe psychological problems. Assaultive
behavior is related to insecurity regarding maleness (the "masculine mystique"), psychic
displacement of blocked economic opportunity for blacks, and psychic frustrations




This theory is from Lorenne Clark and Debra Lewis (1977). Their proposal is
that men regard women as owners of salable sexual properties; "From the male point of
yiew female sexuality is a commodity in their possession of women, eyen if it is
something men will eyentually come to own and control under the appropriate
circumstances. Women are seen as hoarders and miserly dispenses of a much desired
commodity, and men must constantly wheedle, bargain, and pay a price for what they
want. And if anything, in these circumstances rape does indeed become male yengeance;
but it may be an anachronism to assume that all the world has been America (Dukes &
Mattley, 1977).
Sex Ratio Theory
In scientific circles, a theory of this kind, the "sex ratio theory," was deyeloped
by Hans yon Hentig (1951). Not surprisingly, this male scholar yiewed the problem solely
from the standpoint of male sex staryation. That is, he proposed that a greater proportion
of men would generate a greater incidence of sexual assault. There haye been studies that
haye tested this theory and haye failed to find systematic eyidence of its explanatory
yalue (Schwendinger, 1983).
In Denmark, Kaare Syalastoga (1962) found eyidence for this theory when rural
and urban areas were compared, but the theory was not supported at all when cities were
examined. In addition, he found a great difference in rates of rape in cities with the same
sex ratio, j. Menachem Amir (1971:68) also tested yon Hentig’s hypothesis.
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using Philadelphia data, and found no statistically significant patterns that confirmed it.
In fact, some of his data contradicted this theory entirely.
Types of Rape
A. Forcible Rape. The unlawful carnal knowledge of a woman by man forcibly
and against her will or consent.
B. Statutory Rape, modem statutes, which often materially change the common-
law definition, create an offense commonly known as "statutory rape," where the offense
consists in having sexual intercourse with a female or male under statutory age. The
offense may be either with or without the victim’s consent; and mistake as to the victim’s
age is usually no defense.
C. Date Rape. In a dating situation an aggressor may press his advantage to the
point where pleasantness quickly turns to unpleasantness and more than the woman
bargained for, yet social propriety and the strictures of conventional female behavior that
dictate politeness and femininity demand that the female gracefully endure, or wriggle
away if she can, but direct confrontation falls outside of the behavioral norms
(Brownmiller, 1975).
D. Anger Rape. This is when the sexuality becomes a hostile act. The offender
attacks his victim grabbing her, striking her, knocking her to the ground beating her,
tearing her clothes, and raping (Schwendinger, 1983).
E. Stranger to Stranger Rape. When a woman is forced into sexual intercourse
without her consent by a total stranger. Stranger rape is more commonly reported than
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rape by a friend or family member especially among reproductive aged and post
reproductive aged women (Thornhill, 1990).
F. Acquaintance Rape. When a woman is forced into sexual intercourse, without
her consent by someone she knows.
G. Group Rape. This type of rape is an especially terrifying and humiliating
experience for a woman. The girl who is seized as she is walking home on a dark street
and forced into a car by several men is usually too frightened to resist, and if she does,
her efforts are likely to result in injury than in escape from her fate. In fear of her life she
will probably be made to participate in perverse sexual acts which add to her humiliation.
H. Gang Rape. "Gang bangs" or "line-ups" are a feature of the social life of
youthful street gangs in larger cities. A promiscuous female is "lined up" and often many
as fifteen to twenty boys will indulge themselves with her in some sexual act. The
"victim" is generally a mentally defective or severely disturbed girl, sometimes violated
by forcible rape. The assault may occur on one occasion, or may be repeated over several
days (Hershy, 1984).
I. Elderly Rape. This a forced rape without the consent of the elderly woman.
Older women are at a disadvantage when it comes to rape. They are not able to maneuver
around as well as younger women. Some older women are either physically or mentally
ill which allows them to be more vulnerable to rape. In most cases older women are raped
by young men in their late teens and early twenties. The assailants attack the older
women because of past or present relationship with their grandmothers (Robin, 1977).
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Places and Circumstances of RapeA.Rape in Apartments
Offenders who specialize in apartment rapes obtain names of unmarried girls by
checking mailboxes and gain entry to the apartment by pressing buzzers to a number of
the apartments. Some tenants will unlock the front door by remote control without first
checking the identity of the person who seeks admission. The offender would go to an
apartment to ask to speak to one of the single ladies listed on the mailbox. If the girl was
out, he would ask her roommate for a note pad so that he could leave a message. Once
inside the apartment he would show his gun, blind fold her and rape her (McDonald,
1992).B.Rape in Hospitals
Rape of patients by hospital staff or by other patients occurs with more frequency
than is generally recognized. Hospitals prefer to avoid undesirable newspaper publicity
and these cases may not always be drawn to the attention of the police. Young children
and unconscious patients in general hospitals and some psychotic mentally retarded or
senile patients in mental hospitals are particularly vulnerable to attack (McDonald, 1971).C.Rape in Automobiles
Rape in automobiles are more popular in the United States than any other country
because of the greater number of cars per unit population. The higher proportion of
compact cars in Europe may also be a factor, although rapists commit rapes in small cars,
the offender forces his way in at a stop sign or parking lot (McDonald, 1971).
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D.Raoe Outdoors
Very few women are raped outdoors in the United States. Women may be attacked
in parks or as they take shortcuts across vacant lots. Underpasses are more dangerous than
open streets. The outdoor rapist who encounters his victim in the street usually forces her
to accompany him to a backyard or to a vacant lot.E.Alcohol and Rape
The role of alcohol in rape is difficult to evaluate. It would be helpful to have the
results of breathe or blood tests on one hundred consecutive rapists. Over 50 percent of
forcible rapes in the United States (Chappell, 1977) are not clarified by arrest, it is clearly
impossible to check, with any degree of confidence, the relationship between rape and
alcohol. As offenders are under the influence of alcohol, he may be less skillful in
avoiding detection than sober colleagues in crime.
Weekend rapes are significantly associated with the presence of alcohol in either the
victim, the offender, or both. Amir (1971) attributes this association to payday on Friday
leading to greater purchase of alcohol and more intense social leisure activities. Victims
under the influence of alcohol may be less alert to situations of danger and less able to
defend themselves against assaultF.Homicide and Rape
Rapists seldom murder their victims. It is difficult to get statistics on rape-murders
as the offenders usually charged with the murder and the associated rape are not listed
in court or penitentiary statistics. Force used to subdue the woman may result in death,
although this outcome may not have been intended by the assailant. Pressure on the neck
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of the victim, for example, can sufficiently cause strangulation, with death promptly
ensuing. At other times, the offender, either deliberately or in a state of panic, may kill
in order to avoid detection (Estrich, 1987).G.Prostitutes and Rape
According to Perkins (1985), "Just as it is possible for a very wicked man to be
murdered, so it is possible for prostitutes to be raped. Sexual intercourse with a prostitute
without her consent has an outrage despite the nature of her career. Her career does not
place her beyond protection of the law. When her only grievance is that she was taken
without being paid, the law of assault and battery would seem more applicable as opposed
to including such an act within the scope of one of the gravest felonies, which is still a
capital crime in a number of states."
H. Child Victims
Apart from murder no crime against children arouses greater public horror and
revulsion than forcible rape or attempted rape. Yet some children behave in a seductive
manner toward adults and encourage sexual advances. Others, in a search for affection,
money or another desired object, may place themselves in danger of sexual assault
(McDonald, 1971).
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Coping Mechanisms and Prevention Of Rape
There is an increasing response of the community to the problems created by the act
of rape. There is also a desire to plan and present services designed to aid the victim and
to inform the public of the varied dimensions of the problem. New programs are being
developed that are aimed specifically at the problem of rape. Such programs are being
sponsored by women’s groups, crisis centers, colleges and universities, neighborhood
houses, and social and welfare agencies in an attempt to bring immediate contact, care,
and treatment to more victims during the impact phase of the crisis and to talk to any
woman, no matter how long ago she was attacked (Burgess & Holmstrom, 1974).
Coping Mechanisms
Rape Crisis Programs
One of the earliest rape crisis centers was started in Washington, D.C. by a group of
women, who were victims of rape. This center was the first to receive national publicity.
The impetus to develop such a program came as a result of their respective frustrations
in regards to their own experience which fostered a desire to help other women who have
suffered at the hand of a rapist and the rejecting attitudes of society. Other groups have
initiated programs through the women’s movement, including Women Against Rape
(W.A.R.) and STOP rape groups.
The main purposes of such centers are to provide victims with the following services:
1) an emergency hotline for women who have been raped; 2) an escort service to
accompany a woman to the hospital or police station; 3) information on medical and legal
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procedures; 4) counseling and/or referrals and; 5) to talk to victims, even if victimized
months or years previously. In many case, support is provided by those for people who
have suffered previous victimizations themselves (Burgess & Holmstrom, 1974).
Community Agency Program
A rape crisis center may be affiliated with a community agency. In Providence, Rhode
Island, the RCA has organized a Rape Crisis Center which is a voluntary effort organized
by women’s groups. The center uses a community hotline or an information service, and
then are referred to a volunteer from the Rape Crisis Center.
Advocacy Programs
When a female victim calls one of the hotlines, it will be determined exactly what her
condition is. All of the hotline volunteers have received specific information regarding
questions to ask. They will talk to the victim and offer aid over the telephone. If the
woman wishes to meet with a volunteer team, she can do so. Members of the team can
then accompany her to the hospital or police station, or to a private counseling room. Taxi




In New York City police have responded to the rape problem by providing a female-
staffed and female-directed organization called the Rape Investigation and Analysis
Section. One of the first steps taken by this group was to draw up a master file on known
rapists which included their habits and methods of attack. One result noted already, is the
increase in the number of women reporting rape (Burgess & Holmstrom, 1974).
College and University Services
Colleges and universities are responding to the problem of rape in three ways:
1. Many of the health centers are developing liaisons programs with a rape crisis center
either at a hospital or in the community for students who have been raped and who come
to the health unit for aid.
2. Women’s groups have been instrumental in organizing courses in- self-defense taught
under the sponsorship of the university.
3. Some universities have been giving some attention recently to the offering of
workshops on rape, crime, and security issues. Some are providing escort services for
anyone who has to cross the campus and requests protection.
Follow-up Services
Volunteers are not in a position to provide extensive counseling for the emotional and
psychological problems which often result. A Woman will be invited to join a discussion
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group, or will be referred to a professional worker agency if her problems are acute
(Burgess & Holmstrom, 1974).
Prevention Of Rape
Rape is committed against women of all ages, incomes and living arrangements. These
things can make a woman vulnerable to being a victim of rape; especially her living
arrangements. Some ideas for women living alone are as follows;
1. If you are a female living alone, think twice before moving into a ground floor
apartment. Inspect an apartment for broken or flimsy locks, loose doorknobs or doors
installed with hinges outside the apartment. If you have a sliding glass door secure it with
a "Charley-Bar," a dowel, or sliding glass door window lock. Put window locks or pins
on all windows, not just on ground-floor windows. If possible attach an alarm with a
motion detector.
2. A number of rapists carry hammers. Otherwise, think about leaving a board spiked
with nails over the threshold of the door at night.
3. Ask if the locks on your apartment door will be changed before you move in. If not,
consider making that a condition of your lease. Always keep your door locked even when
you are at home or Just making a quick trip to the mailbox.
4. Ask for details about how duplicate keys are secured in the leasing office, whether
the keys have the apartment numbers on them, where the tenant lists are kept, and
whether the leasing office is protected by a burglar alarm. Find out who will have access
to the keys and to your apartment. Don’t allow leasing agents to make vague references
to crime. Make them be specific.
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5. Ask if any employees, security guards or maintenance workers, have been arrested.
Ask how each complex screens the employees they hire.
6. If possible, ask to return to the complex at night before you lease an apartment. Note
the kind of lighting and whether the lighting system is well-maintained. Note whether
common areas such as the mailboxes, the laundry room, the pool, are in public well-
lighted areas, or if they are on the fringes of the complex, face the woods or are hidden
by trees and shrubs.
7. If a complex boasts of closed-security cameras, ask to see the monitor, and find out
if it really works and who is watching it. Do not be pacified by the assurances from
leasing agents that
police officers live on the grounds. In most cases, those officers are not paid and have not
been given specific duties to perform.
8. If an apartment has an underground parking garage, ask if it is patrolled and how
often. Leave outside lights on at night and close your curtains. Many rapes are crimes of
opportunity. A rapist spots and watches his victim through a lighted window. Do not open
your door to a stranger. K he is wearing a uniform, make him show you identification.
Do not be afraid to ask for a telephone number so you can call his office and confirm that
he is there for a reason.
9. If you are alone, stay away from shopping malls, convenience stores and grocery
store parking lots alone. If possible, have a security guard escort you or follow closely
behind someone else. Park nearby in a well-lighted area. As you approach your car,
glance underneath it. Have your keys ready to unlock the door. Do not dawdle.
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10. If you think someone is following you on the street, quickly
go where there are other people. Stay with the crowd, or duck into a business. Do not
leave a bar alone. If you had too much to drink, do not rely on someone else to drive you
home. Call a cab.
11. Get a dog. Dogs are great alarms, and most criminals will not risk a confrontation




Rape and rape laws throughout history have reflected society’s attempts to grapple
with deviant sexual behavior and the historic differences in status enjoyed by men and
women in different types of society. Rules, customs and laws governing rape, like laws
and regulations governing other forms of sexual behavior of all institutions at any given
point in time, are nothing more than manifestations of prevailing social norms and values.
This being so, one only need examine contemporary social values to understand the nature
of the progress toward sexual equality between men and women in the Western- world
and the enormous task that lies ahead in this direction. To achieve a society committed
to equal rights and equal protection for all citizens, we must reexamine the sexual values
and assumptions that underlie social interactions and approach the future with renewed
dedication.
The attitudes toward sexual behavior and the definition of rape have changed with
the movement from a rural, change traditional patriarchal society to a modem
industrialized urban society-a society based on legal individual rights and the sexual
equality of women. Rape is no longer to be overlooked and dealt with in a pro masculine
manner. Women are no longer the personal property of men. Women now consider
themselves equal to men, and they no longer are willing to subjugate themselves to men’s
sexual dominance. Women now consider themselves equal in the work place as well as
in the home and bedroom. Women decry the macho man, and are quick to hold men
accountable for sexual transgressions toward them. Females are now less passive and
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more likely to report rape and attempted rape to the police than in yester year. The legal
and research definitions of rape have changed with the change is women’s status in
society. The enforcement of laws against rape has increased with social change. Women
no longer can be taken for granted as property and the weaker sex. The era of the woman
is on the rise and they have become aggressive in reporting rape, and in expecting to be
treated as worthy rather than as a victim not worthy of respect.
In regard to further research dealing with rape the Interactionist perspective appears
to be more fruitful; that is, if tied in with the history of rape and social change. Rape
needs to be demystified and treated in a similar fashion to other crimes of violence. I
think that the media has overplayed the emphasis on sex, particularly violent sex. Sex and
violence need to be separated in the popular culture and every world. The male youth
should be taught that respect for females and responsibility must accompany sexual
behavior. Currently only in the Uniform Crime Reports and the National Crime Survey
are rape statistics high. Future victimization studies should deal with rape data.
Finally, we need more rape studies utilizing victim and perpetrator respondents;
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